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5 3: Perform  3-1 monitoring activities,  process and standards for data 
collection, analysis, distribution and quality assurance.

50.0%

 - identify how the da collection will be 
distributed and more detail on the da 
beig collected.

Methodolgy for collecting data will include arrest data, 
employment/education, and housing verification such as paystub, 
education registration, and lease/housing and physical health 
appointment verifcation.

3: Perform  3-2 targets and methodologies addressing the 
performance measures 

40.0%

 - identify wh target and medthods are 
being addressed in the measures

65% of Emerge participants will not be rearrest within 6 months of 
successful discharge; 75% of Emerge participants will be connected with a 
resources CareerSource/employement services, educationor benefits;  
75% of Emerge participants will be connected to housing services. 

3: Perform  3-3
at least one additional performance measure unique 
to the application, proposed targets and 
methodologies. 45.0%

 - more detail with wh measures and 
target populion will this affect

75% of Emerge participants will be connected with physical health 
services within 60 days of re-entry. 

4: Capabilit   4-3  role of advocates, family members, responsible 
partners, and otherstakeholders 

60.0%

 - more detail with how the advoces and 
others will tie into the capability and 
experience

The clinical team will engage with family members, faith based groups, 
and natural support services.  Peer Recovery Specialist are a component 
of the Emerge progran to engaged the Emerge participant is successful in 
recovery journey.  Other stakeholders will be accessed as necessary to 
support the assessed identified needs of the participant such as career 
source, education, health, etc.  The Adult will be connected to case 
management.  

4: Capabilit   4-5 responsibilities and process to fill staff and select 
subcontractors. 65.0%

5: Evaluatio   5A-2 process for defining and measuring variables like 
stakeholder support and service coordination

68.8%

 - More detail around the process and 
how stakeholders play a part in 
measuring the variables.

100% of Emerge participants will be connected to community based 
servcies as identified in their assessment (ORAS, DAST, TCU CTS, and 
URICA).  65% of Emerge participants will attend the first appointment to 
community based services. 

5: Evaluatio   5A-3
process for measuring project effectiveness in 
promoting public safety, reduction of recidivism and 
access to services and supports.

65.0%

 - how will you collect the da for the 
measurement of the recidivism.  Wh tool 
would be used.

75% of Emerge participants will not be arrested while participating in the 
program; 65% of Emerge participants will not be re-arrested within 180 
days of discharge from the Emerge program.  100% of participants will be 
connected to community based servcies as identified in their assessment 
(ORAS, DAST, TCU CTS, and URICA).  The project will use arrest reports 
from the Osceola County jail to measure recidivisim.

5: Evaluatio   5A-5 how initiative will reduce the number of individuals 
committed to a state mental health treatment facility. 53.3%

 - wh will be the measurement tool for 
collecting th da.

75% of Emerge participants will be diverted from state mental health 
facility.

5: Evaluatio   5B-2 collaborative partnerships and funding long-term 
support and  sustain the project 

63.3%

 - place wh the plan is to show this 
program can support itself after the 
grant.

The Osceola PSCC and Re-Entry Council will explore opportunities to 
leverage existing funding to sustain the project.  This includes, county, 
city, hospital, MPD, and BOCC (stakeholders).  CFCHS will present to 
stakeholders a cost benefit/return on invenstment (ROI) analysis and 
request funding to sustain the project to the stakeholders.  CFCHS and 
Planning Council will seek state and national funding opportnties.  

2: Project D   2B-7 addressing law enforcement assessment of intercept 
points, capacity, project diversion initiatives. 70.0%  - willing to waive

6 2: Project D   2B-8 implementation, sequential Intercept Mapping, update 
for proposed Target Population, challenges or barriers 70.0%

 - willing to waive

2: Project D   Subtotal SUB TOTAL 80.4%



3: Perform  Subtotal SUB TOTAL 45.0%

6 4: Capabilit   4-1 capabilities and experience of Applicant and 
organizations, including law enforcement agencies 75.0%  - willing to waive

4: Capabilit   4-2  capacity to implement the proposed project.

75.0%

 - willing to waive

4: Capabilit   4-4 proposed staffing, key personnel, and subcontractors , 
role of each, level of effort and qualifications.

75.0%

 - willing to waive

4: Capabilit   Subtotal SUB TOTAL 70.0%

5: Evaluatio   5A-1 how effectiveness will be validated, including 
assessments of outcomes. 75.0%

 - willing to waive

5: Evaluatio   5A-4
process for measuring effectiveness in reducing 
expenditures, including a methodology to measure 
corresponding savings or averted costs. 71.7%

 - willing to waive

6 5: Evaluatio   Subtotal SUB TOTAL 67.4%

5: Evaluatio   5B-1  strategies to preserve and enhance the  services, 
systems and collaborations

73.3%

 - willing to waive

5: Evaluatio   Subtotal SUB TOTAL 68.3%

No addenda N Subtotal Level = or > 78% 5
Regional Rev  Subtotal Level # requiring regional  review 4

No addenda N Major Elements Level  = or > 80% 22
59%

Regional Add  Major Elements Level between 70% and 79.9% 6
16%

Addenda Req Major Elements Review  < 70% 9
24%
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